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This paper is in response to members’ requests to provide a summary of good practice within 
one source document and is based upon the Society of Claims Professionals’ understanding of 
the regulator’s rules and current stance. Whilst a summary, it is not intended to be exhaustive and 
should not be relied upon at the exclusion of other sources of information.
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Claims Management Companies (CMCs) certainly have a ‘marmite effect’; some value 
their help and expertise in supporting access to justice whilst others see them as self-
interested parasites, nagging the public to pursue claims they don’t want or are not 
entitled to.

Hopefully the Financial Guidance and Claims Act 2018 (FGCA 2018) passing the 
regulation of CMCs to the FCA from 1 April 2019 will bring consistency and confidence 
in the standards of activity in the CMC sector. This would be welcomed by the public, 
Government, claimants and insurers alike, especially in the ‘personal injury’ space.

Reforms are coming to ‘personal injury’ claims, aimed to take cost out the process and 
reduce the cost of motor insurance for all. Behaviours and responses to these reforms 
will be key to the trust in the new system and the standards achieved by FCA and FOS 
regulation and oversight will have a key part in shaping that.

Professionalism should increase with Supervision Changes, a new Handbook of  
Conduct of Business Rules, new Principles of Business and more discipline around 
Complaints.

The challenge to the FCA and FOS of delivering this can not be underestimated 
and the ‘bite’ they can apply when sanctions are required will be key. The impact 
on ‘phoenixing’ firms, CMC fee caps and activity in Scotland will be both vital and 
fascinating.

This Good Practice Guide aims to give an insight into the key issues and some 
context to the changes coming and what they could mean for our customers and 
organisations.

Foreword

Karl Parr

Board Member, 

Society of Claims 
Professionals
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Introduction
Changes in regulator
Due to the passing of the Financial Guidance and Claims Act 2018 (FGCA 2018) into law, regulation of Claims 
Management Companies (CMCs) will pass to the FCA on 1 April 2019. This follows a period of consultation where the 
FCA proposed their new changes to regulation. In line with this, the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) will also 
become responsible for resolving customer disputes. This change arose from a concern by the government regarding 
misconduct within the claims management sector. This change will affect:

• CMCs set up in or serving customers in England, Scotland and Wales, including those dealing with section 75 claims 
(under the Consumer Credit Act);

• Organisations affected by CMCs;

• Organisations using CMCs to generate leads;

• Trade bodies representing CMCs; and

• Firms receiving claims from CMCs.
By transferring regulatory duties from the existing Claims Management Regulator (CMR), the FCA will be able to 
consistently regulate firms across financial services. This is of particular note in Scotland as CMC behaviour is currently 
unregulated. This will finally be able to address the increase of nuisance calls affecting Scotland due to unauthorised 
firms offering to investigate personal injury claims.

The aim is that CMCs will become trusted providers of high quality services, allowing their customers to pursue 
legitimate claims for redress. The three main areas that the FCA will focus on are:

• Customers – wanting customers to be empowered and confident in choosing a value-for-money service which is 
appropriate for their needs.

• CMCs – wanting CMCs to help customers get redress in a way that complies with FCA rules and requiring them to 
meet a common set of standards.

• Regulatory – regulating in a way that prioritises high standards of conduct, protects consumers and improves public 
confidence in claims management services.

Jonathan Davidson, Executive Director of Supervision – Retail and Authorisations at the FCA, said:

“We’re ready to take over regulation on 1 April 2019. The new regime aims to drive up standards in a sector whose 
reputation has been tarnished by some companies engaging in high pressure selling and by failing to provide clear 
information on the fees they charge.

The new rules will ensure firms are transparent about their estimated fees before the customer signs on the dotted 
line, and notify customers of free statutory ombudsmen or compensation schemes. It’s vital that customers have the 
information they need to make informed decisions. We will take action against those that break the rules.”1

To build public trust in the sector, the FCA also hope this will improve claims services used by vulnerable customers 
who may not feel confident or able to raise a claim themselves. Firms dealing with claims are expected to treat CMCs 
in a professional manner and to provide the same service to CMCs that they would expect if they were dealing directly 
with the customer. Anyone not dealing with customers fairly should be reported to the FCA.

1 https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/new-rules-claims-management-companies-boost-consumer-protection-and-professionalism

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/new-rules-claims-management-companies-boost-consumer-protection-and-professionalism
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What activities and claims sectors will be regulated?
The FCA will regulate activities across six different claims sectors:

• Personal injury: claims for damages for personal injuries or death

• Financial services and financial products: claims in relation to financial services and financial products

• Housing services: Claims relating to certain landlord and tenant legislation, for the disrepair of premises under a terms 
of a tenancy agreement or lease, under the common law relating to nuisance

• Specified benefit: Claims relating to certain industrial injuries, benefits, supplements or allowances

• Criminal injury: Claims under the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme

• Employment related: Claims in relation to wages and other employment-related payment, and claims in relation to 
wrongful or unfair dismissal, redundancy, discrimination and harassment

There will be one permission for lead-generation activities covering all the sectors, and six sectoral permissions that 
cover the activities of advising a claimant, investigating a claim and representing a claimant. The regulated activities are:

• Seeking out of claims or potential claims (person who may have a claim);

• Referral of claims or potential claims;

• Identification of claims or potential claim;

• Advice in relation to a claim;

• Investigation in relation to a claim; and

• Representation in relation to a claim.
FGCA 2018 also introduced an interim fee cap for Payment Protection Insurance (PPI) claims at 20%, which came into 
force in July 2018. This will remain in place unless the FCA decide to impose a new fee cap. One other possible outcome 
is that the FCA will also have the power to introduce fee caps across other areas, eg personal injury. While this is not 
going to be an automatic rule, it will likely only be considered if the FCA find that CMCs are regularly and unreasonably 
charging excessive fees. However, the Treasury states that the government “does not currently believe there is a need”. 
They have also ruled out immediately extending the scope of CMC regulation to “additional sectors”, such as cavity wall 
insulation, aviation and timeshares, though several responses in the consultation suggested including within the scope 
of regulation in a future statutory instrument. In the meantime, there will be a ban on cold-calling by CMCs without 
“prior consent” as introduced in FGCA 2018 and personal data used on an unlawful basis as in the Data Protection Act 
2018.

For CMCs to remain authorised to carry out regulated activities they must register with the FCA as follows:

• Register for temporary permissions: 1 January 2019 – 31 March 2019

• Apply for authorisation during the application period: 
• 1 April 2019 – 31 July 2019 (CMCs making claims in relation to financial services or financial products; CMCs 
being brought into regulation for the first time
• 1 June 2019 – 31 July 2019 (all other CMCs)

These new changes should not have a negative impact on vulnerable customers as the FCA have published separate 
resources to help CMCs provide support during the transitioning period. CMCs are also required to establish and 
implement clear, effective and appropriate policies and procedures to identify and protect vulnerable customers so that 
their rights are met in accordance with the Equality Act.

What impact will there be on claims professionals?
With the upcoming Senior Managers and Certification Regime (SM&CR), there will be more rules to follow for 
individuals working for CMCs and a restriction on managers and directors from liquidated companies setting up 
near-identical services elsewhere (ie ‘phoenixing’). With lots of changes taking place simultaneously there will be an 
increased scrutiny of CMCs by the FCA over a period of 12-18 months that will examine guidance, policy statements and 
thematic reviews.

As well as establishing consistency in the regulations applied across financial services, these changes should also allow 
firms to focus on genuine claims and not mislead customers. The FCA will publish a Handbook called CMCOB, outlining 
general conduct of business rules that will apply to CMCs. It will address the harm caused by pursuing fraudulent claims 
as well as identifying how to act in the best interests of customers. 

The linked transfer of complaints-handling from the Legal Ombudsman to the FOS may also impact the CMC sector; 
the level of publicity about the work of the FOS, coupled with likely increased publicity about CMCs as a result of the 
regulatory transfer, may lead to an increase in the level of consumer complaints about CMCs. 
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Establishing new standards
The FCA will also extend a set of standards to CMCs that already apply to all existing FCA-regulated firms. These 
include:

High-level standards

• Principles For Business (PRIN) to apply to all CMCs, and CMCs to be open and co-operative with all regulators.

• CMCs to comply with Threshold Conditions to obtain authorisation from the FCA.

• Have effective systems and controls in place, as outlined in the SYSC section in the FCA Handbook and the guidance 
in ‘Financial Crime: a guide for firms’.

• General Provisions (GEN) to be extended to CMCs, covering administrative duties.

Conduct standards

• Comply with third-party lead generators.

•  Record telephone calls and retain electronic communications for at least 12 months after the final stage of the claims 
process (in a secure way that is compliant with GDPR as outline by the ICO).

• Have transparent marketing styles (eg financial promotions like ‘no win no fee’ must include details of any eventual fee 
and/or termination fee).

•  Claims referred to a statutory ombudsman or compensation scheme can be made by the customer for free.

•  Provide a pre-contract disclosure (ie an easily digestible one page summary document detailing T&Cs before entering 
into a contract, as well as other options available to pursue a claim).

•  Outline ongoing disclosure requirements (eg update customers on ongoing material developments once claims 
process begins).

•  Clear fee collection process (eg itemised bills outlining compensation calculation of fees and charges).

These rules address harms caused to customers by unclear or misleading information about products and services. 
All of the rules are outlined in the new Claims Management: Conduct of Business sourcebook (CMCOB), as well as the 
existing rules in the FCA Handbook.

The supervision of CMCs has also been revised by the FCA who require them to report any significant changes in their 
business and key data each year. This will ensure that CMCs are being transparent about key information, events and 
changes to their businesses at a regular rate. This includes any proposed changes or actions, like in the case of a data 
breach.

Regarding the holding of client money, CMCs must appoint a Client Asset (CASS) oversight officer to be responsible for 
the client money operations, reporting to the CMC’s governing body and completing client money-related aspects of 
regulatory returns. A working knowledge of the CASS 5 rules and how to be complaint with them will be required to do 
this.

Customer disputes
In the event of handling a customer complaint, CMCs should use the complaints-handling rules and guidance, as set out 
in DISP. Each CMC must keep a record of each complaint, and how it was resolved, for three years from the date the 
complaint was received. DISP also details when complaints can be referred to the FOS (however the FCA are making 
changes to the Ombudsman Service compulsory jurisdiction, mirroring those changes to a voluntary jurisdiction). They 
summarise their new duties as follows:

“Just like the Legal Ombudsman, we’ll be able to look at complaints about CMCs working in a range of sectors. So we’ll 
be able to help with complaints about CMCs dealing in financial services, personal and criminal injury, housing disrepair, 
specified benefit and employment.

But we’re expecting that most of our work will involve CMC activity in financial services – reflecting the Legal 
Ombudsman’s experience. In 2017/2018, financial services made up 86% of the Legal Ombudsman’s work, of which the 
largest proportion involved PPI.”

Existing complaints will transfer to the FOS from 1 April 2019 and will deal with complaints made against CMCs from the 
same date. There is also the possibility that cases previously dismissed by the Legal Ombudsman might be reviewed 
again by the FOS. However, there will be a six month time limit to make a referral.
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Good Practice
1. Identify changes and responsibilities.
With multiple deadlines and several handbooks, it may seem confusing at first what to refer to and when. CMCs should 
already be familiar with the FCA Handbook, so any rules of compliance that are already observed means that nothing 
needs to change. In keeping with the SM&CR, by appointing relevant people for relevant functions, this should mean 
that specific responsibilities are documented and accounted for, as well as minimising disruption to the CMC as a whole. 
These responsibilities will include the part of the FCA’s regulation that now applies to them.

2. Put customers first.
The aim of the FCA is for CMCs to provide a fairer service to customers. The focus from aggressive marketing, cold 
calling and poor value for money services should be moved to useful resources and processes that aid the customer’s 
claims journey. By updating products and services to disclose all potential fees, other available options and case 
updates – all in clear and concise formats - public trust should be improved in the claims sector.

3. Maintain compliance with GDPR.
Recording and storing customer complaints is a requirement of the FCA’s new regulations. However personal data must 
still be stored and processed in a way that is both lawful and fair. All data must be kept secure and only accessed by 
those authorised to do so. This includes sharing data with other third parties. Client information sometimes needs to 
be shared during a claim, however the same checks and controls must be observed by all parties using the data, with 
accountability of compliance applied to all processor and controllers. 

The use of personal data is of particular interest in Scotland where the new regulations will prevent nuisance calls from 
CMCs trying to obtain personal injury clients.

4. Get authorised.
Whether you require temporary permission or full authorisation, make sure you complete all submission requests before 
the deadlines. You don’t want to miss the date and accidentally become unauthorised to practise. The transition period 
should be as smooth as possible, causing as little disruption to customers as possible.

5. Be clear and consistent with fees.
Make sure that all fees, whether they are up-front or due in the event of a claim, are clearly and consistently priced. This 
will provide greater clarity to customers as well as preventing any confusion that may result in a later complaint. The 
fees should also be priced appropriately so as not to later incur inspection from the FCA who may consider capping 
them, as they did with PPI.
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Conclusion
When applying for authorisation, a CMC’s body will be assessed for their skills, experience and suitability during 
the application process. Once the FCA authorises a firm, the FCA will continue to check that the firm is meeting 
the standards they require and are complying with the rules. By implementing the same rules across other financial 
services, the FCA hope to provide a clear and tested way that is consistent across all sectors.

When firms are not meeting the required regulatory standards, the FCA have a range of tools and powers they can 
use to enforce and put right. These range from giving firms the opportunity, or requiring them, to address the issue 
under FCA supervision, placing requirements or varying permissions to restrict what they can do (including removal 
of permissions). The FCA can also open an enforcement investigation and ultimately impose an enforcement sanction 
(such as a financial penalty) if there is serious misconduct.

The FCA may request information from firms and a report may be published highlighting where firms are getting things 
wrong, or to explain the FCA’s expectation of firms. Firms will be responsible for assessing and ensuring that they are 
meeting FCA standards, in order for the FCA to consider if firms are meeting the standards set by the FCA and if they 
must change the way they run their business.

Once a CMC has successfully embraced the FCA’s changes, this should give them more time to focus on providing a 
better service to customers and handling genuine claims. This should also encourage CMCs to keep their pricing and 
fees in check to prevent more fee-capping in the future. 
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Appendix – Primary Source Material
Financial Conduct Authority

Date Name Summary Link

17 December 2018 New rules for claims 
management companies to 
boost consumer protection 
and professionalism

New rules and fees that 
will apply to all claims 
management companies 
(CMCs) from April 2019.

https://www.fca.org.uk/
news/press-releases/new-
rules-claims-management-
companies-boost-
consumer-protection-and-
professionalism

17 December 2018 PS18/23 Claims management: how 
we will regulate claims 
management companies

https://www.fca.org.
uk/publications/policy-
statements/ps18-23-
claims-management-how-
we-will-regulate-claims-
management-companies

Claims management 
companies

Resources. https://www.fca.org.uk/
firms/claims-management

Financial Ombudsman Service

Date Name Summary Link

Strategic Plans and Budget 
for 2019/2020

About this consultation. https://www.financial-
ombudsman.org.uk/
publications/plan-and-
budget-2019-20.pdf

Ombudsman News: Issue 
147

Q&As: complaints about 
claims management 
companies.

https://www.financial-
ombudsman.org.uk/
publications/ombudsman-
news/147/147-Q&A.html

GOV.UK

Date Name Summary Link

16 March 2016 Claims management 
regulation review: final 
report

Final report of independent 
review of claims 
management regulation, 
commissioned by HM 
Treasury and the Ministry of 
Justice.

https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/
claims-management-
regulation-review-final-
report

Claims management 
regulation

Response to the 
consultation on secondary 
regulations and policy 
statement for transitional 
provisions.

https://assets.publishing.
service.gov.uk/government/
uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/
file/729891/Claims_
management_consultation_
response.pdf

Claims Management 
Regulator: business bulletins 
for CMCs

Guidance and advice 
on important issues and 
developments facing claims 
management companies 
(CMCs).

https://www.gov.uk/
government/collections/
claims-management-
regulator-business-
bulletins-for-cmcs
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